
Tricky conversation tips: racism and
sexism in the waitroom/ over the phone

 
 
 
 
 

One challenging aspect of being an admin officer/ receptionist  is working with clients
with racist and sexist beliefs. The first scripts are for a clients opinions and the second
scripts are when a client accuses you of racism or sexism
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No 1 tip: If you feel shocked or disgusted with the clients
comments take a moment to pause and centre yourself. 

Remember, you don’t need to know what to say immediately nor is that a
good idea in case you respond in a reactive or punishing way. The goal is to
set a limit

Name the pause with the client 

“Gina, I'm feeling triggered by what you just said I'm taking a pause so I can
respond in a way that's helpful." 

 
This is an opportunity to educate the client or set a boundary. It's about the
practice being a safe space for everyone.

Use what you know about the client's history/ social dynamic of the area the
practice is located in to moderate feelings of shock, anger or disgust. This
helps create empathy without validating the behaviour.

Underneath the racism or sexism may be a lack of education, may be a
fragile person that finds some comfort in elevating over a group of "others".
We can empathise with the function of racism or sexism without validating
the behaviour.
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 Example script for racism:
Gina : Don't book me in with that  Indian psychologist. I want someone who
doesn't have an accent thanks.

Admin:  Gina, I'm just going to pause there. George is my colleague and I value him as
an equal. He is very competent and his Indianness is just one part of him. George
speaks clearly and works well with his clients. At this practice, we don't allow clients to
put our psychologists down based on their race. Would you like to take the
appointment with Goerge?

 

Max (in the waitroom): All women are bitches. They're only good for one thing. They act
like sluts and then want respect. Not you, you're ok.

TherapIst: Max, I'm just going to pause there. I'm feeling a little overwhelmed by what
you've said. I can hear your angry and frustrated at some women. Perhaps you are even
confused about women. But in the waitoom, it's not ok to talk aboutwomen in that way.
I'm a woman and I know that this kind of talk hurts women, it's hurt me in the past. This
practice has to be safe place for all people. If you want to talk more about your feelings
towards, women George will be able to work through it with you in session.

 

 Example script for sexism:

Please note in some instances due to the nature of a clients
trauma selecting clients based on gender or race may be
appropriate. These scripts are for demeaning behaviour
towards staff, people in the waitroom


